
Use this study guide to help you prepare for the test. 

High Frequency Words 
1. work– effort to get something done 
2. everywhere– in all places 
3. live – to have life 
4. world– the earth 
5. woman– an adult female 
6. move– to go to different places 
7. machines – piece of equipment that does a job 

Selection Vocabulary 
1. astronaut-  a person who goes into space  
2. shuttle– a vehicle that carries astronauts into space 

3. experiment – a test to find something 
4. telescope– something you look through that  
                   makes things far away look closer 
5. gravity- the natural force that makes everything 
              on earth move. 

Amazing Words 

Question of the Week: Why would anyone want to explore space? 

Comprehension  

Skill: Main Idea and Details 

Main idea  is the most important  

idea in the story. 

Details are the smaller pieces 

of information that tell more 

about the main idea. 

 Strategy: Text Structure 

Authors often use headings to 

help readers know what they  

are going to read about next. 

Genre 
Expository Nonfiction– tells facts about a topic. 

 This story was written to inform the reader.  

Subjects– The subject of a sentence tells who or what does something.  The astronaut will walk 

on the moon. 

Grammar 

Spelling Words 

tune page 
nose space   erase 
size fine     spice 
mice late     confuse 
cube blaze 
home vote  

Challenge Words 

Phonics 

Long Vowels CVCe 

When a word is spelled with a 

consonant, vowel, consonant, e, the vowel is 

 usually long and the e  

is silent. 

Example: space 

1.  ascend– to move up 
2.  descend– to move down 
3.  orbit– a circular path 
4.  universe– the whole world 
5.  journey–to travel from one place to another 
6.  enormous– huge 
7.  launch– to get something started or set it going 
8.  meteorite– a piece of stone from space that hits 
                     something 
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Complete any three activities to form a tic-tac-toe. Mark these with an X or an O. Attach your work and return 

it on ____________________________________. 

Hide-And-Seek 

Draw a picture to show 

your favorite part of the 

story. Hide your spelling 

words in the picture. 

Ask a friend or family 

member to find them. 

Fantastic Fonts Super Syllables 
Radical Rainbows 

Awesome Alphabet Puzzling Puzzle 

Hip Highlights 

Write it Right! 

Pretty Patterns 

Type your words 

on the computer 

using a different font 

for each one. Print it 

out and attach. 

 

cat    cat 

Organize your words 

into syllables by number. 

See example below: 

 
write your 

words 2 times each.

Write your 

words in 

alphabetical order. 

Go to  

www.puzzlemaker.com 

and create a word search. 

Print it, and find the words. 

Or use graph paper to make 

a word search, and find 

the words. 

Write each word 

then go back and 

highlight each vowel 

with a highlighter 

or yellow crayon. 

Write your 

words 3 times 

each in your 

best handwriting. 

Write your 

words using an 

pattern.

Spelling Words 

tune  page  nose 
space  size  fine 
mice   late  cube 
blaze  home vote 

Spelling Words List 2 

erase spice confuse 
accuse admire explode 
citizen thrive cement 
entire chosen general 


